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AT THE SIXTH OOERNAT10 AL CONFERENCE 0 Ea ter Island
and the Pacific (Villa del Mar, Chile; September 2004), a par
ticularly interesting talk was given by Andreas Mieth and
Han -Rudolf Bork, who discussed their remarkable finding
on the Poike Peninsula, a part of Easter Island that has been
relatively little studied because of its inacces ibility and the
ab ence of the platforms and giant moai that have attracted 0

much attention on the re t of the island. Those of u who
joined the po t-conference tour and made the difficult climb
up the teep lope of Poike to the area of Mieth and Bork's
re earch were rewarded by the opportunity to see for our-
elve the evidence that led the e two "eco-archaeologi t " to

the conclu ion and hypothe e that are outlined in their new
book.

An appreciation of Easter Island - Rapa NlIi; Scientific
Pathways to Secrets of the Past doe not require a hike up to
Poike or any specialized knowledge since the book contain
numerou illu trations and every ubstantive statement that i
ba ed on the work of other i accompanied by the appropriate
reference. Thus, tho e who are looking for a deeper under-
tanding of certain issue can go to the ource in every case.

As Professor Charles Love remarked after looking at the
book, "It's worth buying the bookju t for the bibliography."

The book begin by introducing the reader to Easter Is
land via the history of settlements across the South Pacific.
There follows a summary of the cultural hi tory of the island,
as it is generally accepted today, and a di cus ion of prehis
toric (that is to say, pre-arrival of European) land use, as gen
erally accepted prior to the authors' own work. Sections on
the geo-ecological characteri tic of the island and on the fer
tility and erosion of the oil lead the reader to the Poike Penin-
ula and the result of the author ' original research.

The Poike Peninsula ha an area of 14 km2 and can be
reached neither by road nor even by a well-worn path. Re-
earch at uch a remote and inaccessible location on one of the

mo t remote island in the Pacific pre ent an extraordinary
challenge - a challenge that wa met by Mieth and Bork over
a total of approximately three months, during which their re-
earch yielded a remarkable picture of the interaction be

tween land u e, land cape hi tory and cultural development on
Ea ter I land.

Much of the surface of Poike is barren as a re ult of ero
ion and overgrazing. However, the earth beneath the surface

i rich in evidence of the hi tory of the peninsula. As de
cribed and illustrated in this splendid book, and a shown to

those of u who climbed up to the Poike plateau, ections
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through the soil reveal the root ca ts of a vast forest of (most
probably) Jubaea palms. Moreover, Mieth and Bork found
evidence of uch palms at a large number of other ite all
over the i land. Their calculations led them to po tulate that at
lea t 70% of the i land (approximately 116 km2

) wa once
covered with palm forests and that there might once have been
as many a ixteen million palm on the i land.

On Poike, Mieth and Bork found planting pit, mo t
probably for weet potatoe , carefully distributed among the
root y tem of individual palm tree. Clearly, effort were
made by the early "farmers" to avoid harming the root of the
trees. However, at ome point, the Rapanui decided to clear
the land. Radiocarbon dating ugge t that clearing began dur
ing the second half of the thirteenth century. The Rapanui cut
down the trees at a level just above the urface of the oil and
burned the evered root system , u ing the heat generated by
these fLIes to cook chickens, rat, mollusk and ea urchin,
the remains of which have been di covered in the charred lay
ers that reveal the outlines of 1I11l1l (cooking pits). The oil pro
files reveal unequivocal evidence of uch practices and the
book includes photograph of uch profiles and of the ea ily
identifiable remain of long-ago meals. The book al 0 in
clude evocative pictorial recon tructions of the equence of
events that occurred after the colonization of the Poike Penin
sula by the indigenou Rapanui.

The last third of the book deal with the collap e of the
moai culture and the po ible role of the wide pread felling of
palm tree . Clearance would have led to erosion, to reduced
soil fertility, to declining nutritional re ources, to competition
for uch re ource and, eventually, to the major cultural hift
that appear to have occurred in the middle of the econd mil
lennium (1400 - 1500 A.D.).

Unfortunately for the i land, the felling of the tree wa
not the only event to cau e eriou harm to its environment.
The mo t recent damage to Ea ter I land, and to the Poike
Peninsula in particular, came from the inten ive sheep farming
in the mid-twentieth century and the book takes us through the
series of recent events that ha had such a negative impact on
the land and the prehistoric monuments. The ancient forest of
palm tree on the Poike Penin ula, for example, has been
turned into arid and inhospitable badland.

The last page of the text show two sketche : one of
Poike a it is today, a barren plateau above the treele plain
of Tongariki; and the other of Poike and the plain of Tongariki
as we now know them once to have been, that i to ay, cov
ered with a dense forest of palm tree ! Mieth and Bork are not
content to leave u with thi vi ion of Rapa ui when the fir t
ettlers arrived. They rai e question that remain to be an
wered, for example what triggered the large-scale felling of

palm fore t and the abandonment of a u tainable ub i tence
economy? They also suggest method for protecting uch oil
a remain on Poike and the re t of the i land. They report that
the Chilean palm grow much better on the i land than it doe
even on the mainland, while the planting of hrub on heavily
eroded land ha not been ucce ful. Even though, in the pre
sent economic climate, the chance for refore tation are lim,
Mieth and Bork force us to examine the hi toric importance of
palm tree on the island and to con ider ways to rever e the
deva tating ero ion that has followed defore tation fLI t and
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overgrazing subsequently.
We should be very grateful to Mieth and Bork for mak

ing available to the general public the extremely satisfying
results of their research on the Poike Peninsula and for writing
and producing this very attractive and copiou ly illu trated
little volume. It is, however, a pity that the translation into
English of the original German manuscript was not checked
by a native English speaker. There are more than a few lin
gui tic mistakes in the text, a well a orne ub tantive mis
take, uch as the incorrect pelling of Zea may (p.32), that
need to be corrected in the next edition. In addition, an expla
nation for the layman of the terminology associated with ra
diocarbon dating would be very helpful. onethele , even
with it flaws, Easter Is/and - Rapa Nui, Scientific Pathways
to Secrets of the Past i a wonderful book and it is certainly an
e sential addition to the library of anyone with even a passing
interest in Easter Island and/or the ecology of small i lands.
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Review by Ann M. Altman PhD.

"THE OTHER BOOKS ARE ALL THE SAME. It' a good thing that
you've been studying these thing. They are part of our his
tory. There was nobody here to ee what wa happening to
u ." [po 227]. These comments were made by Mahuta Pakarati
and et the stage for an interesting, albeit poorly documented,
book by Marie-Franc;:oi e Peteuil, which i available only in
French at this time. Peteuil flf t et foot on Ea ter I land in
200 I a a touri t, taking a four-day holiday from her job as a
teacher of mathematics at a small college in Tahiti. During the
ight eeing tour of the island, their guide told them about the

time, in the 1950's, when Thor Heyerdahl visited the island.
Islanders were living under dreadful conditions as virtual
slave of the Chilean navy. They were not allowed to travel
and had no pa sports. Moreover, while Heyerdahl' marine
exploit received much attention, the attempts by islanders to
escape in small boats to Tahiti were ignored, even though they
represented remarkable feats of eamanship and navigation
and were undertaken in secret and under extremely difficult
condition.

Peteuil' book describes her own voyage of di covery
and the way in which she as embled her account of eight at
tempts, from 1944 to 1958, by islanders to e cape from Easter
I land and to make their way to Tahiti. Each of the escapes is
de cribed in detail with some of the previously unpublished
information provided by islanders who now live in Europe
and orne from islander who spoke to Peteui1 on her second
vi it to Rapa Nui.

The flf t escape in 1944 ended in failure after 24 days at
ea; the tarving escapees were picked up by an American

ship. The econd escape was by six member of the Pakarati
family; their boat reached the Tuamotu after 36 day at sea.
The third escape was another attempt to tell the world about
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conditions on Rapa Nui; the fourth set of escapees carried a
reque t to the French authorities, naively a king for France to
take control of the i land from Chile; the fifth expedition, with
five men, reached the Cook I land after an extraordinary
voyage of 5000 kilometers and 55 day ; the sixth escape wa
made by two tar-cro ed lover who peri hed at ea, a did
the eight men who made the seventh e cape and the even
men of the eighth and last attempt, who had been confined to
the Leper Colony prior to their bid for freedom.

Petueil's account of the islanders' uffering under the
Chileans, the eight escapes and the fates of the e capees, plu
the oral account of the i lander make compelling reading.
We know, of cour e, that the relation hip between the i land
er and the Chileans has improved markedly ince the mid
1960's. As Mahuta Pakarati told Peteuil, "We must move for
ward, not backwards, not to how it wa here before the Chile
ans. ow Chile helps us, gives cholar hip to our children.
Of my even children, six had cholar hip, free flight to
Santiago, and the return trip in flfst c1as if they had good
marks!" [page 228]
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Jared Diamond
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Review by Vincent Lee

No THOROUGH STUDY OF SOCIAL DISINTEGRATION in the face
of environmental decline could fail to potlight the ri e and
fall of Ea ter I land's Rapanui culture. Sure enough, Pulitzer
Prize winner, Jared Diamond's new book, Collapse tackels
this subject early on. In just 40 pages, he ummarizes the sub
ject quite well, making good u e of advice from various re-
earcher including Edmundo Edwards, Claudio Cristino and

Jo Anne Van Tilburg. I briefly worked with all three during
fIlming of the 1998 OVA televi ion epi ode testing Van Til
burg's moai moving and erecting ideas.

Those ideas found their way into Diamond's book in his
brief di cu ion of the adverse impact of the moai cult on the
island's resource. In lieu of a conci e overview of moai
"technology," Diamond instead presents a revi ioni t ver ion
of Van Tilburg's NOVA project, which he finds "most con
vincing." 0 mention is made of the i lander' longstanding
belief in upright transport (no pun intended). A detailed ac
count of the numbers of puller needed to drag moai of vari
ou size fail, as did Van Tilburg, to deal with the problem of
where they all go as their burden approache it eacoast ahu
and their workspace disappear into the ocean. Finally, Van
Tilburg is rightly credited with the idea that Polynesian
"canoe ladder" might have played a part in the process, but
incorrectly credited with actually building and using one dur
ing her experiment.

one of the e nitpicky detail effects Diamond's central
the i , of cour e, but an opportunity to better educate his
many thou and of readers about one of the world's enduring
"my teries" adly has been missed.
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